Investigation of failure mechanisms in silicon based half cells during the first cycle by micro X-ray tomography and radiography
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Two proof-of-concept batteries were designed and prepared for X-ray microtomography and radiography characterizations to investigate the degradation mechanisms of silicon (Si) based half cells during the first cycle. It is highlighted here for the first time that, apart from the significant volume expansion-induced pulverization, the electrochemical “deactivation” mechanism contributes significantly to the capacity loss during the first charge process. In addition, the unexpected electrochemically inactive Si particles are also believed to substantially decrease the energy density due to the inefficient utilization of loaded active material. These unexpected findings, which cannot be deduced from macroscopic electrochemical characterizations, expand the inherent explanations for performance deterioration of Si-anode material based lithium ion batteries (LIBs) and emphasize the vital value of microscopic techniques in revealing the correlation between macroscopic electrode structure and the overall electrochemical performance.

Introduction

Following their commercial introduction in the early 1990s, lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have penetrated ubiquitously into the market for energy storage systems, e.g. laptops and mobile phones [1, 2]. More recently, advanced LIBs with a larger specific energy, higher power density and longer cycle life have been considered for powering clean electric vehicles (EVs) and plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHVs), as well as for the storage and distribution of energy from sustainable sources, such as solar and wind energy [3-6]. The key to fabricate such next-generation LIB is to exploit high-performance electrode materials. From the material’s point of view, silicon (Si) is a promising candidate for the anode of LIBs because it possesses the highest theoretical capacity of 3579 mAh/g when lithiated to Li\textsubscript{21}Si\textsubscript{5}, that is about 10 times larger than the currently commercialized carbonaceous anode, which features 372 mAh/g for LiC\textsubscript{6} [7-9]. This promising potential of the high specific capacity has spurred considerable investigations of Si thin films [10], carbon mixed [11, 12] and metal coated [13] Si composites, along with various Si nanostructures, such as nanoparticles [14], nanowires [15], nanospheres [16] and nanotubes [17] that could serve as building blocks for high-performance anodes. Despite these extensive efforts, Si-based anode LIBs still inevitably suffer from
substantial capacity decay during lithium insertion and extraction and thus they are now below the requirements for practical applications.

To shed light on the underlying degradation mechanisms, a range of investigation techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [18], transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [19], X-ray diffraction (XRD) [20], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [21] and Raman spectroscopy [22] have been adopted. As a result, our knowledge of the intrinsic behaviour of Si upon lithium insertion and extraction has been significantly enhanced [23] and various possible explanations for the performance deterioration have been proposed. For instance, it has been discovered that, apart from the loss of the lithium inventory and electrolyte/binder decomposition [24], the preferential volume expansion along Si [110] directions is as large as ~300% during lithium insertion and this extraordinary volume change has been proposed as the primary factor contributing to the fatal capacity decay [25]. Nevertheless, prior analytical tools are inherently limited. For example, most of the measurements abovementioned explore the degradation mechanisms on the atomic or single nanoparticle level, overlooking the interplays amongst a multitude of particles and the interactions between the active material and the conductive/binder agent. What is more, a particular battery design, such as open structure and specialized electrolyte that does not adequately simulate the real battery operating conditions is widely employed. On the other hand, most conventional tools only specialize in revealing the structural and compositional information without imaging capability, lacking effective spatially resolved information about the degradation mechanisms. In parallel, some investigations are carried out ex situ, i.e. post-mortem, as opposed to in situ characterizations of dynamic processes. Considering that a realistic composite electrode includes an assembly of ensembles of active particles, an organic polymeric binder and a conducting agent, the ability to probe the dynamic deterioration mechanisms on a multi-particle electrode level is of technological and practical importance. Therefore, it is crucial and emergent that fundamental research techniques are highly needed to further promote the exploration of electrode degradation.

Recently, X-ray imaging based on either laboratory X-ray or synchrotron X-ray sources has rapidly evolved into a powerful characterization tool in materials science [26-42]. Specifically, X-ray imaging has enabled researchers to obtain unprecedented insights into LIBs non-destructively on a length scale ranging from particles to entire electrodes and has contributed markedly to our understanding [29-33]. The pioneering research of employing synchrotron X-ray tomography by Ebner et al. features a direct observation and quantification of electrochemical and mechanical degradation in a SnO anode [34]. Meanwhile, Gonzalez et al. have visualized the expansion of large Si particles during the first lithiation step in three-dimensions (3D) by means of tomography based on a laboratory X-ray source [35].

Herein, by employing both laboratory X-ray tomography and radiography, we re-inspect the underlying mechanism of performance degradation of Si based half cells from the perspective of entire electrodes, which implies spanning the length scales from individual active particles to the macroscopic electrode ensemble. On the one hand, X-ray microtomography grants us the ability to track the structural evolution induced by volume changes in three dimensions. On the other hand, in operando micro X-ray radiography enables us to directly observe the changes of the active particles and an entire electrode during lithium insertion and extraction. By the combinatorial X-ray tomography and radiography, for the first time we highlight that, apart from the huge volume expansion/contraction of Si particles during cycles, the striking inhomogeneous lithiation/delithiation mechanism amongst ensemble active particles observed in an electrode, which cannot be easily detected in conventional electrochemical measurements and, the unprecedented electrochemical “deactivation” of original electrochemical active particles are another two key factors contributing to the substantial
performance degradation. This study expands the inherent explanations for performance deterioration of Si-anode material based LiBs, and the new sights would open new design principles and opportunities for high-capacity electrode materials for next-generation energy storage systems.

**Experimental Section**

**Materials:**

Silicon was received from Elkem AS, Norway. Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) binder, carbon black, Celgard separator, CR2032 coin cells and lithium were purchased from MTI Cor. USA. N-methyl pyrrolidone solvent (NMP) and 1M LiPF₆ in a volume-ratio (1:1) mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Titanium foil is from ANKURO Int. GmbH, Germany. The housing of proof-of-concept beamline battery is made of polyamide-imide (Torlon), from McMaster-Carr company.

**Characterization:**

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image were taken using a Zeiss ultraplus microscope. The electrochemical characterizations were conducted by using an Ivium CompactStat station, Iviumtechnology.

**Battery Preparation:**

The composite electrode is made of slurries with weight ratios of Si:carbon black:binder of 75:15:10 in NMP. For the tomo-cell, the slurry was first sandwiched between two glasses and put into an oven at 60 °C to dry and form a block, which was then cut into small pieces with a razor blade and put directly onto the top of the screws. The resultant Si composite electrode was a small piece of 1.7 x 1.7 x 0.2 mm (length x width x height). Before the Si composite was assembled into the tomo-cell, it was weighed by a digital balance and the amount of Si particles was determined from the original mass ration. The Si composite electrode mass in the tomo-cell was around 0.9 mg. For the radio-cell, the slurry was casted onto the 5µm thick titanium (Ti) foil. The area of the slurry was around 4 x 3 mm (length x width). To remove the NMP, the casted Ti foil was also dried in an oven at 60 °C. Before and after the casting process, Ti foil was weighted to determine the weight of the electrode materials. The Si composite in the radio-cell was around 1 mg. These two proof-of-concept batteries were assembled in an argon filled glovebox with humidity and oxygen levels below 0.1 ppm. During battery assembly, these two cells were only hand-assembled without exerting extra pressures. For the tomo-cell, metallic lithium (2.5 mm diameter, 1 mm thick) was placed on top of the other screw, and served as a counter and reference electrode. For the radio-cell, a lollipop shape copper foil without inner region (out diameter is 10 mm and inner diameter is 6 mm) was used as a current collector and the Ti foil was placed on top of it. Metallic lithium (6 mm diameter, 1 mm thick) was used as the opposite electrode. A polymer separator was placed between the lithium electrode and the Si electrode in both cells. After filling these two cells with sufficient electrolyte, they were sealed off and then taken out of the glovebox. For a further comparison of the electrochemical activity of Si composite electrode in the two proof-of-concept cells, commercial CR2032 coin-cell with the same Si electrode was assembled and tested.

**Micro X-ray Tomography & Radiography Characterizations:**

X-ray tomography was conducted on the tomo-cell in the original state and after the voltage had dropped to 0.03V, 0.02V, 0.01V and 0V during discharge. During the discharge process,
the current was set to be 0.04 mA. The five tomographies are implied by alphabet a, b, c, d and e in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The particular parameters for the X-ray tomography are as follows: the energy is 60 kV, the current is 166 µA, the source detector distance (SDD) is 500 mm, the source object distance (SOD) is 58 mm. Given the resulting magnification, each detector pixel therefore represented 5.76 µm/voxel in the sample. The exposure time is 2.1 s. During the 360° rotation, 800 projections were recorded. During the charge process, the current was switched to 0.01mA and the tomography was conducted after the voltage had risen to 0.5 V, 0.7 V, 1 V, 1.5 V and 2 V. The five tomographies are implied by alphabet f, g, h, i, and j in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The locations of the particles shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are marked in SI Fig. 4. More information is given in the Supporting Information (SI).

For the X-ray radiography measurements, characterization was conducted in situ during the whole discharge/charge process of the radio-cell. During the discharge process, the current was 0.07 mA for 0-18h and then was switched to 0.04 mA for the rest of discharge process. During the charge process, the current was set to be 0.015mA for 6.5 h and then was changed to 0.01 mA until the voltage was 2 V. The radio-cell was facing the X-ray source during the characterization.

Data Processing:

To keep the validity of the measurements, only a median filter (1×1×1) was performed in ImageJ. 3D particle visualization was performed by VGStudio MAX. Analysis of the particles is conducted by Imaje J. More information is given in the SI.

**Results and Discussion**

X-ray microtomography and radiography was conducted with a laboratory X-ray CT system [43]. To be fully compatible with X-ray imaging and at the same time to completely represent working LIBs, we have designed and manufactured two dedicated proof-of-concept electrochemical cells: a cell for tomography (tomo-cell) and a cell for radiography (radio-cell). Fig. 1 displays photographs and the corresponding schematic illustrations of the two proof-of-concept batteries as well as a schematic representation of the X-ray micro CT setup [44].
After assembling the two proof-of-concept batteries, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed to verify the reduction and oxidation characteristics of Si. The insets of Fig. 2 show the CV curves of the two batteries scanned at rate of 1 mV s$^{-1}$ in the potential window of 0-2.5 V. Although there are parasitic redox peaks (arrows in CV figure) associated with contamination and/or electrolyte decomposition [45, 46], the clearly visible cathodic peak above 0 V and an anodic peak at 0.5 V are related to the Li alloying and de-alloying with Si, respectively. The
results are in good agreement with previously reported Si/Carbon composites [9, 47], thus confirming the electrochemical reactions inside our proof-of-concept batteries.

Then we conduct the X-ray imaging investigations by galvanostatically discharge/charge these two electrochemical batteries: for tomography, the discharge/charge process was stopped during the tomographic data acquisition and continued afterwards (i.e. the measurement is quasi in situ). For radiography, the measurement is continuously conducted simultaneously during the discharge/charge process of the radio-cell (i.e. imaging is truly in situ). The discharge/charge curves of both cells, showing the typical characteristic feature of Si are displayed in Fig. 2 and they are in good agreement with previous results [9]. Note that for the tomographic imaging, a newly assembled battery is used, while for radiographic imaging, the battery is first used to obtain the CV scans and then directly used for in situ radiography measurement (read more in Supporting Information (SI)). For a further comparison of the electrochemical activity of Si materials in the two proof-of-concept cells, commercial coin-cell assembled with the same Si electrode was conducted and the resultant discharge/charge curve is shown in SI Fig. 1. It is found that these three cells have a low coulomb efficiency during the first charge and the reason may stem from the significant particle pulverization of the large Si particles currently used [19].

![Graph](image)

Fig. 2. Electrochemical characterization of the tomo-cell and radio-cell: a) the first discharge-charge curve of the tomo-cell, the inset shows the CV curves; b) same as a) for the radio-cell.
Micro-computed X-ray imaging is an emerging analytical technique that measures variations in X-ray attenuation of samples and it is particularly well suited to track changes from particles morphological evolution to electrode architecture changes over time as characterizations can be conducted in situ and non-destructively [48]. Consequently, previously unprecedented degradation mechanisms are highlighted here for the first time. In the present work, a distribution of micron sized Si particles ranging from 125 to 180 µm in diameter are used for both tomo-cell and radio-cell because of the renewed interest in using micron sized particles as commercial LIBs [49]. To begin with, 3D visualization of Si particles evolution within an operating LIB during the first discharge/charge process is presented by micro X-ray tomography. First, the pristine state of the freshly prepared tomo-cell is tomographically recorded with 800 projections covering an angular range of 360° with 2.1 s exposure time. Then the battery is galvanostatically discharged to 0.03V [35]. At this point, the discharge process is stopped and the 2nd tomography is conducted. After this, the discharge is continued and followed by a 3rd tomography. Altogether 10 tomograms during the first discharge/charge process are made (5 during the discharge and 5 during the charge). All the tomograms conducted during the first discharge/charge process are implied by red spots in Fig. 2a and all the parameters are the same. Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b show projection images of the Li electrode|separator|Si electrode assembly within the proof-of-concept batteries. While the Li electrode and the porous plastic separator appear nearly invisible due to their low X-ray absorption coefficients, the Si electrode is clearly visible. Fig. 3c shows a grayscale slice after reconstruction of the tomo-cell and Fig. 3d an enlarged part of the radio-cell. In order to qualitatively validate our X-ray imaging techniques, scanning electron micrographs (SEM), as shown in Fig. 3e, are given to compare with the reconstructed raw grayscale slice images and the radiography images. The unambiguous agreement indicates that the X-ray imaging technique accurately captures the morphology of Si electrode.

![Fig. 3 X-ray imaging results of the assembled Li electrode|separator|Si electrode: a) X-ray projection image of the tomo-cell, the scale bar is 1 mm. b) 2D radiography of the radio-cell, the scale bar is 2 mm. c) Example of a reconstructed slice image of the tomo-cell. d) Cutout of a radiographic image of the radio-cell. e) Scanning electron micrograph of the mixed Si electrode material. The scale bar in c-e) are all 200µm.](image-url)
We now track in detail the morphological changes during lithium insertion and extraction of one randomly chosen particle, illustrating other electroactive particles evolution as a function of discharge/charge. Fig. 4 shows a series of cross-sectional slices taken from tomographies of the Si particle in different stages of discharge/charge. The corresponding 3D rendering of this particle is displayed in SI Fig. 1. Histograms of the attenuation coefficients in sub volumes containing the particle are displayed as a function of discharge/charge process see Fig. 4k and Fig. 4l. The leftmost peak corresponds to the weakly absorbing carbon black, binder and electrolyte surrounding the particle. Feature changes to the rightmost peak are directly related to the evolution of the active Si particle. Prior to the electrochemical reduction, the attenuation coefficient histogram for the particle consists of one peak located gray level of 6000. During lithium insertion, see Fig. 4k, along with the magnitude of this peak progressively decreases and moves to the left, the particle evolves gradually into a weakly X-ray attenuating material. This implies that the particle has completely transformed from the high-density Si phase to a low-density Li_xSi phase (1<x<4.4). Meanwhile, a notable volume expansion to around 200% (compared with pristine state) is observed in the fully lithiated state. These results are in good agreement with previous results [19, 35]. During lithium extraction, see Fig. 4l, along with the attenuation peak increases and shifts towards the original direction, we observe a homogeneous increase in attenuation coefficient. However, it is worth noting that, neither the peak position nor the peak shape of Si is restored to the original state by the end of the first charge process. This may stem from incomplete delithiation and/or significant trapping of lithium by the electrolyte decomposed byproducts [50], which is considered as one of the reasons of the performance decay during the first cycle.

Fig. 4 Evolution of an electrochemically active Si particle: a)-e), tomographic slices through the particle during the first discharge step (see arrow direction); f)-j), tomograms of the first charge process (see arrow direction). k) and l), attenuation coefficient histograms of the specific particle as a function of discharge and charge (dashed red line is the pristine state). Outline of the pristine state (red outline in a)) and outlines of the discharged state (yellow outline in e)) and charged state (green outline in j)) are shown for visual comparison. The scale bar in a) is 100 µm long and is the same in all the images.
Surprisingly, we have also detected an unprecedented phenomenon that many electroactive Si particles become electrochemically inactive during the first delithiation process. This electrochemically deactivation progress is illustrated in Fig. 5, in which, the electroactive particle originally effectively participates in the discharge process, from Fig. 5a to Fig. 5e, but turns to be inactive during the subsequent charge process, contributing to the capacity loss during the first charge process, as we can clearly see the unchanged shape of the particle, from Fig. 5f to Fig. 5j, and the stationary attenuation profile during delithiation, Fig. 5l.

Another unexpected phenomenon is that several Si particles never undergo lithiation/delithiation during the discharge/charge process, i.e., they are electrochemically inactive during the whole macroscopic battery level lithium insertion and extraction process, as shown in Fig. 6. On the whole, from an entire electrode-scale point of view, as displayed in SI Fig. 4, we can unambiguously observe that some electrochemically active Si particles undergo a continuous phase transformation during macroscopic battery level discharge/charge, some electrochemically active Si particles undergo an electrochemical deactivation process after the lithium insertion and some non-electroactive Si particles are completely inactive during the first cycle even as the voltage drops to zero against Li⁺/Li. In addition, we also observe that some Si particles emerge and/or disappear in the same slice as a function of discharge/charge process. These distinctive phenomena clearly imply that apart from the large volume expansion during lithiation/delithiation, there are many other factors that contribute to the ultimate performance deterioration in Si-based LIBs.

Fig. 5. Evolution of electrochemical deactivation of a Si particle: a)-e), tomographic slices during the first discharge step (see arrow direction); f)-j), tomographic slices during the first charge step (see arrow direction). k) and l), attenuation coefficient histograms during discharge and charge, respectively. Outline of the pristine state (red outline in a)) and outlines of the discharged state (yellow outline in e)) and charged state (green outline in j)) are shown for visual comparison. The scale bar is 100 µm long and applies to all the images.
Fig. 6 Evolution of the electrochemically non-active Si particles: a)-e), tomographic slices of the first discharge process (see arrow direction); f)-j), tomographic slices of the first charge process (see arrow direction). k) and l), attenuation coefficient histograms as a function of discharge and charge, respectively; Outline of the pristine state (red in a)) is duplicated to the discharged state e) and charged state j) for visual comparison. The scale bar is 100 μm.

Moreover, in operando 2D X-ray microradiography provides more sophisticated temporal information within the LIB. As shown in Fig. 7, we can clearly observe the expansion/contraction of the whole electrode material (dotted blue contours from D01 to C10), the expansion and contraction of the electrochemically active particles (green panel), the deactivation phenomenon of originally electroactive Si particles (red panel) and a few Si particles that are not electrochemically active throughout the whole discharge/charge process (yellow outlines from D01 to C10). Furthermore, the “core-shell” model reaction is clearly observed during the discharge/charge process (see the evolution of particle from Fig. 7a to 7j) [8]. The significant volume expansion-induced pulverization (see the green panel) may lead to electric disconnection of active particles from current collectors [25]. These results are in good agreement with the 3D X-ray microtomography and the whole in operando discharge/charge process is presented in a movie in SI.
Fundamentally speaking, LIBs operate through the reversible insertion into or removal of lithium from electroactive host materials, respectively [51]. The ability of the materials to accommodate the changes associated with the chemical phase transformations that accompany the variations in lithium concentration determines the electrode’s utility and battery performance. From an electrochemical point of view, lithium insertion or extraction process entails $Li^+$ and $e^-$ simultaneously [52]. Contrary to proposed idealised electrochemical models and simulation that [53] electrochemically driven phase conversion is homogeneous and isotropic, such conditions are hardly satisfied in a real commercial LIB due to the complex electrode structures (ensemble of active materials, conductive agents and binders) and the complicated morphology and conditions with respect to porosity, tortuosity, conductivity and percolation ability for the electrolyte [54]. In fact, increasingly more attention is being paid to the investigation of local electrochemical reactions and their relationship with electrochemical performance on a macroscopic and electrode performance [55, 56]. For example, experimentally a discrepancy is observed between electrochemical measurements that represent the overall state of a cell and spectroscopic data that reflect the local state [57, 58]. In addition, the heterogeneous local depth of discharge (DOD) and the non-uniform local current distribution have been directly demonstrated by Zhang et al. [59, 60].
and Ng et al. [61] respectively, by customizing multiple working electrode LIBs. Similarly, significant inhomogeneity of local DOD in different locations of a commercial LIB have been directly detected by Cai et al. [62] and Paxton et al. [63] through neutron diffraction and energy-dispersive X-ray diffraction. Moreover, by using μm-resolved Raman spectroscopy, Nanda et al. [64] presented visually the local “spectroscopic” electrochemical variations on an LIB electrode. Finally, recent modeling investigations by Zhao et al. [65] show a direct correlation between energy density and the non-uniformity in local current distribution, demonstrating a potential gain as high as 40% in energy density through an improved current distribution. Apparently, these locally non-uniform electrochemical reactions, current distributions, ionic/electric conductivity within electrodes will impact on battery performance in a variety of ways, including reduced energy and power, underutilization of capacity, localized heat generation and overcharge or over-discharge of active materials [56, 66].

As in our case, it are these electrochemically active Si particles which are ionically and electronically accessed by the electrolyte and connected to the conducting network that directly dictate battery performance. In other words, the total electrode discharging/charging current concentrates only on the electrochemically active Si particles, as clearly shown in Fig. 4, SI Fig. 4 and Fig. 7. These electrochemically active Si particles undergo lithium insertion and extraction to store and release energy, evidenced by the X-ray attenuation coefficient change. During lithium uptake and release, these electroactive Si particles undergo notable volume expansion accompanied by the generation of substantial compressive and tensile stresses [67]. The mechanical forces generated will drive local displacement and rearrangement of other Si particles within the composite electrode, leading to the phenomena that some Si particles emerge and some disappear in one and the same slice, as shown in SI Fig. 4 and Fig. 7. On the other hand, the observed “deactivation” mechanism of originally electrochemically active Si particles probably has three sources: First, an electric contact disconnection. Under the influence of the mechanical forces generated, a lot of displacement/rearrangement of the particles occurs with numerous losses or variations in the contacts. Taking into account that in a stack of particles the electrons are transferred between particles by hopping or tunneling with the contact resistivity depending exponentially on the gap between the contacts, and that a gap of 8-10 nm makes a contact electronically insulating [68], it is plausible to say that the deactivation mechanism is attributed to electric disconnection. The second possibility is the insulating crystalline Li$_2$O oxide layer. By using in situ TEM, He et al. report that upon initial Si lithiation, the formed crystalline Li$_2$O, the product of Li reaction with the native silicon oxide layer, will partially insulate the particles during subsequent delithiation cycle [69]. The third possible reason is the unshrinkable conductive matrix. Weker et al. proposed that upon the delithiation, when the particles begin to contract, the conductive matrix does not necessarily shrink back to fill the space created by the contracting particles, thus leading to the deactivation of, in their case, germanium particles [70]. Right now we cannot identify a single dominant factor. However, special focus in the future work should be placed to eliminate this phenomenon due to the resultant substantial capacity losses. It is also worth noting that the unexpected electrochemically inactive Si particles within the electrode. From the fact that they are electrochemically inactive from the beginning, it is assumed these Si particles are disconnected into locations of ionically or electronically insulating islands during the electrode preparation, for example binder redistribution during drying, calendaring, cutting and compacting [52]. To get a further quantitative analysis of the influence of different types of Si particles on the obtained discharge/charge capacity, we investigated 78 particles in the same slice in tomo-cell with diameters larger than 50 μm, as shown in SI Fig. 6. It was found that 13% (10) of the Si particles were electrochemically in-active through the first cycle, 87% (68) of the Si particles experienced the first lithiation process and only 24% (19) of the Si particles experienced the
first delithiation process. Assuming the theoretical capacity of Si is 3500 mAh/g, the obtained firstly discharged capacity (3000 mAh/g that is around 85% of the theoretical capacity) and the obtained firstly charged capacity (500 mAh/g that is around 14% of the theoretical capacity) agree with the results from the quantitative analysis (fraction of 87% and 24% (within error consideration)). More information can be found in SI.

The unexpected electrochemical “deactivation” mechanism and the presence of many electrochemical inactive Si particles are alarming because they cannot be easily characterized by conventional macroscopic electroanalytical characterization techniques and should draw attentions from electrode engineers and simulation experts. From an electrode engineer’s point of view, the electrode architecture engineering optimization is crucially important. On the one hand, in addition to focusing only on individual particle features to develop next-generation LIBs, more and more efforts should be put in optimizing the entire electrode architecture, which can involve all active material particles ionically and electronically connecting to electrolyte and electric conducting network to maximize the utilization of active materials. On the other hand, new conductive/binder agents are highly needed. The matrix of carbon/binder is supposed to sustain the active material’s expansion/contraction during cycles as well as to provide an efficient dynamic electric/ionic conducting pathway even under significant electrode transformation. Currently, some exploratory research of developing self-healing polymer [49] and electric and ionic conductive polymer [71] is underway. From a simulation expert’s point of view, in order to develop an electrochemical model that can be used to gain insight into internal processes, to predict performance and operation and optimize cell design, the homogeneous and flawless idealized microstructure characteristics should be compromised with the real complex composite electrodes.

Conclusions

In summary, we re-explore the mechanisms of dynamic deterioration of Si anode LIBs on an electrode scale by employing X-ray imaging tomography and radiography and for the first time highlight that, apart from the significant volume expansion-induced pulverization and electric disconnection from current collectors, electrochemical “deactivation” contributes significantly to the capacity loss during the first charge process. In addition, the presence of a notable number of electrochemically inactive Si particles is also believed to substantially decrease energy density due to the inefficient utilization of loaded active materials. These unexpected findings, which cannot be obtained by macroscopic electrochemical characterizations and conventional structural/compositional charaterizations, provide us with novel insights into the mechanisms of performance degradation of Si anode LIBs. From practical point of view, commercially oriented researches into the local microscopic electrochemical reactions could be motivated and aroused as it governs directly the energy density and capacity retention of a real LIB. And more attention should be paid to the further investigation of the correlation between macroscopic electrochemical performance and local behavior of active materials, to guide the selection and optimization of electrode materials and the manufacture of the electrode.
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